# Lab Report Rubric

## Content and Organization

1. Do you have all 4 sections labeled with these headings: Question, Method, Results, and Discussion.
2. Does your question include the independent variable? the dependent variable?
3. Does your method include the materials and state the most important steps of your experiment?
4. Are your results well organized and include a graph.
5. Does your discussion have a stated conclusion? Do you back it up with evidence? Did you discuss challenges and error?

## Word Choice, and Sentence Fluency

6. Read over your report and work on clarity of writing.
7. Use key science vocabulary.

## Conventions and Presentation

8. Make sure that all measurements use metric units.
9. Use proper grammar such as capital letters at the beginning of sentences and proper nouns, proper punctuation, such as periods, commas, etc.
10. Use the computer to find misspelled words and correct them.